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SWIPE2EARN is the first project to implement a functioning
swipe&earn concept in practice. SWIPE2EARN, founded in the North

of Germany, is the first platform that rewards their users for
watching unlimited videos and media content. The users receive

the SWIPE token as a reward for watching videos online
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SWIPE2EARN is a company registered in Germany. Their investors, therefore, enjoy complete

legal security. The team around the CEO Julian Günther is also well known. The company is

based in northern Germany and develops their products locally. Together with the investors,

SWIPE2EARN wants to grow in the long term and revolutionize the video content sector.

Company Introduction
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Everyone loves to watch videos, and the team of SWIPE2EARN is sure you do too!

SWIPE2EARN is the first project to implement a functioning swipe&earn concept in practice.

SWIPE2EARN, founded in the North of Germany, is the first platform that rewards their users

for watching unlimited videos and media content. The users receive the SWIPE token as a

reward for watching videos online.

As smartphone adaption consistently increases, the broadcasting industry also faces drastic

changes. People are now relying on their mobile devices to watch videos contents. Despite

the growing popularity of the online platforms, there are complaints and problems arising

from the operational structure of these video streaming platforms.

SWIPE2EARN project is implementing blockchain and artificial intelligence to restructure the

platform architecture. While advertisers can put their specific content on the SWIPE2EARN’s

platform, viewers, acting as the precise target people, are able to watch the advertiser’s

content. Simultaneously the viewers are rewarded with the SWIPE token.

This kind of innovative technology will make it possible to build a platform that significantly

reduces operational costs while compensating every contributor to the platform who is

watching the video content. Until now, platforms did not prioritize user experience,

acknowledge user contribution, and provide user compensation.

Due to the innate platform architecture of video streaming platforms, the problems in the

video streaming industry are near impossible to solve. 

Introduction to
SWIPE2EARN
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Problem & Solution

Problem
The rapid growth of the global transmission of
video and audio content via internet accesses
causes various problems as the high cost of
operation plagues the platform. As mentioned
earlier, platform participants such as creators,
advertisers, and users are exploited during this
process. 

There are also growing concerns from the
industry itself about the platform’s opaque
practices in revenue settlement. Thus, there are
more traditional companies exploring blockchain-
powered solutions.

Users provide content, watch advertisements,
and drive platform growth. However, within
traditional schemes, only platform providers take
most of the profits generated on the platform.

As most people and users spend time on digital
devices, advertisers conduct their advertising
campaigns on video platforms. However,
advertisers’ complaints about efficient pricing
and outreach are consistently increasing. Even
the world’s largest video-sharing platform,
YouTube, cannot free itself from such problems.

Platform providers struggle to manage
astronomically increasing operational costs to
provide a stable streaming service,
administrational fees, and server costs. And
hardware costs rise faster than user growth.

Solution
SWIPE2EARN aims to solve the issues by
providing an innovative technological solution.
While current platforms are not user-centric,
most media cannot convert their platform priority
due to the platform architecture.

For instance, video-sharing platforms such as
YouTube and Netflix have the massive burden of
astronomically increasing operational costs.

These problems (revenue disparity, inefficient
advertisement, and limited rewards) are
detrimental to the industry's growth. 

SWIPE2EARN aims to solve these problems
through technological innovations. Its platform
architecture significantly differs from existing
services as it implements blockchain's intrinsic
features onto the platform. Advertisers upload
and store on the platform of SWIPE2EARN, and
viewers can access and watch such stored video
content.

As a platform provider, the novel platform
architecture helps to reduce the burden of
operational costs. While existing platforms'
operational costs proportionally increase with
user growth, the solution of SWIPE2EARN is the
opposite. The aim is to create a complete user-
centric platform that rewards all viewers and
advertisers by reducing operating costs.
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SWIPE2EARN
BLOCKCHAIN

Since SWIPE2EARN will work over Binance Smart Chain, a so-called Proof of Staked

Authority (PoSA) is implemented. This specifies the mixture of delegated Proof of Stake

(PoS) and Proof of Authority (PoA).

Depending on the selected configuration for

the blockchain, the new block can be

accepted directly without verification, by

unanimous vote of the block generators, or

simply by a majority vote.

With the Binance Smart Chain, selected

verifiers in the network alternately confirm

transactions and generate new blocks using

the PoA method. 

The decisive factors for selection as a verifier

or validator are the stake size and the

community's reputation. This model achieves

block times of approximately three seconds.

 

TERMS
Proof of Stake (PoS)
Proof of Stake (PoS) is a consensus mechanism applied
to validate new cryptocurrency transactions.  As
blockchains do not have centralized administrative
authorities, proof of stake is a method to guarantee the
validity of data stored on the network.

Proof of Authority (PoA)
Proof of Authority (PoA) is a consensus method that grants
a small, fixed number of blockchain actors the authority to
validate transactions and interactions with the network and
update its distributed registry.

The advantages of using the Binance Smart

Chain are significant as SWIPE2EARN uses an

independent blockchain that functions

separately from Binance Chain. Further, Binance

Smart Chain is characterized by high-speed

processes and operates the advantages of the

Binance Chain in this respect. Especially

compared to Ethereum, BSC is many times

cheaper concerning transaction costs.

This makes Binance Smart Chain a practical

choice for developers and users. The used

blockchain is compatible with the Ethereum

Virtual Machine, and BSC also supports

corresponding intelligent contracts, making it

easier for programmers to make the switch.
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Advertisers need the SWIPE token to book advertising. A portion of these tokens is

automatically sent to a Burning address. The tokens are sent to a wallet address that cannot

be used for transactions other than receiving the coins. The wallet is outside the network,

and the tokens can no longer be used.

The SWIPE token is burned when a coin is sent to a wallet address that can only receive

coins. These addresses are also called "burner" addresses. Cryptocurrency wallets have

private keys that let you access the token you have stored in them; however, burner

addresses do not have a private key, which means the tokens are gone forever.

Removing an asset from circulation to adjust availability and value is not new. For example,

central banks adjust the amount of circulating currency to adjust that currency's purchasing

power.

Tokenomics
Burning Mechanism

The principal reason for investing such a high rate into the marketing wallet is to engage the 

user base of the SWIPE2EARN platform and the SWIPE token. Simultaneously more tremendous

success in price appreciation and wider popularity are to be pursued.

Subsequently, the token distribution is set up:

• 20% Presale

• 10% Marketing Vault

• 70% Reward Pool
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Advertisers need the SWIPE token to book advertising. A portion of these tokens is

automatically sent to a Burning address. This is how SWIPE2EARN ensures that more and

more tokens gradually disappear from the market.

SWIPE2EARN will sell 20% of all fixed token supply during the pre-sale and main sale. The

sold SWIPE tokens will therefore compromise 20%. SWIPE tokens allocated to the community

will be locked for a year with a vesting schedule.

LIMITED SUPPLY

In total, the number of tokens is at 5,000,000,000, from which no more tokens can be

additionally mined.

Purchasing the SWIPE token with a fixed supply will show an effective way to profit from the

future value. As the SWIPE token has a finite supply, the related price surge is almost

guaranteed.
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STRONGLY GROWING MARKET

SWIPE2EARN operates in a high-speed growing market. Not only do apps like Instagram and

TikTok dominate the video content market, but the profits generated from advertising

revenues continue to soar.

Companies have long since realized that videos are better suited for advertising than simple

images with text. SWIPE2EARN makes it even easier for advertisers to reach the right target

group. People who have at least had some contact with cryptocurrencies will interact with

SWIPE2EARN’s platform. And that is what makes SWIPE2EARN so unique.

Above all, the token holders benefit:

Because SWIPE2EARN has a special target group as consumers, the token holders will

benefit enormously. Due to the strong token burning, more and more tokens are being taken

off the market. In addition, you get tokens yourself for just watching videos.

Token Allocations
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No purchase fees (0%)

Participation with a deposit of 0.1 BNB, max. 20 BNB

Selling fees 20% -> 5% Liquidity, 5% Marketing Wallet -> 10% Reward Vault

Due to the ongoing burning mechanism, there will be fewer and fewer tokens in circulation.

INCENTIVES & YIELDS

Here, it is a Fair Launch in which price equality applies without any exception of discount.

Additionally, before the Public Sale, no Private Sale has taken place. As a result, the number

of available tokens is divided by the number of participating persons.

SWIPE2EARN investors are aimed to be rewarded:

• Buy SWIPE tokens worth at least 5 BNB and get a SWIPER SILVER NFT.

• Buy SWIPE tokens worth at least 10 BNB and get a SWIPER Gold NFT.

The NFT will have value over time, be tradable, not producible if the project becomes

successful.

The NFTS initially have the following utility:

Gold: Multiplier of your Watch Points - 1.25x

Silver: Multiplier of your Watch Points: - 1.10 x

Infos for Future Prospects
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The Swipe Token is a pure utility token that is used for all functions in the app. Both

advertisers and watchers need the token to participate in the SWIPE2EARN platform. Only a

certain number of tokens are required and eligible to be used for viewing and earning tokens. 

In addition, other functions will be available for which you can only use the Swipe Token in

the app.

Outcome
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